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Having already 
mapped the four 
corners of the planet, 
Jonathan is now out in 
search of some more 
adventures in newer 
destinations.  

The fourth season is 
available in 4K.   
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Season III 
Episode 1 - Nevada  
Jonathan begins the journey from California with a rugged 4x4 cross of the Mojave desert, full of ghost towns and dangers. Arriving in 
sin city, Las Vegas he looks around the corners to expose the hidden  side of town: slick hustlers, pig farms, and underground dwellers. 
But a hunt for a legendary treasure pulls himagain into the desert, with the assistance of salacious consorts he digs for something 
unexpected deep in the dunes.  
 
Episode 2- Cambodia 
Jonathan enters a country still recovering from a violent past. He tours the killing fields with a man with a compelling story and 
examines how the massive breakdown in society has lead to unusual freedoms like pharmaceutical drug and automatic weapon 
accessibility. But beyond bizarre tourist frivolities, more serious aftershocks still resonate: Forests and wildlife vulnerable to a greedy 
world market. Our host meets a small special team that has stepped into the vacuum, fighting tooth and nail to protect what’s left of 
the country's natural wonders. On an Apocalypse Now type river patrol and in secret raids across the border Jonathan learns their 
techniques for combating the hordes of poachers and loggers, but can the battle be won?  
 
Episode 3 - India (Varanasi, Mayong, Delhi) 
Jonathan begins a quest to find an extreme type of holy man reputed to eat human flesh and commit other blatant acts of 
embracing taboos in a strange path to nirvana. He begins in the holy city of Varanasi: The Jerusalem of Asia. On it's gritty, narrow 
cobblestone alleyways he encounters a variety of bizarre expressions of spirituality and devotion, from starving babas to burning 
corpses. The search continues in the village of mayong where ancient black magic practice is passed on in secrecy from generations 
past.  
 
Episode 4 - India (Uttar Pradesh, Assam, Meghalaya) 
The quest for the extreme holy men, the aghori, continues as a new one begins. In a country where anything can be found, Jonathan 
is unsurprising to find women in different roles and status, but the extremes are shockingly diverse and unexpected. In the countryside 
he joins a vigilante group with a celebrity leader that is pushing back against oppression with an innovative and aggressive 
approach. Sparks fly as the group descends on families accused of abuse. On the flip side of the coin, in the NE city of Shillong, 
Jonathan meets females so empowered that the men are clamouring for more rights.  
 
Episode 5 - Italy (Rome, Venice, Pisa) 
Italy in the summertime is as touristy as it gets... can Jonathan still find the road less traveled? Taking up the challenge he takes a 
circumambulation of the ancient Aurilans walls to tell the story of the rise and fall of one of the world's mightiest empires, meets a 
hard core group of aficionados who have recaptured the spirit of the gladiator, and later descends into a pit in the middle of Rome 
filled with wild animals. A cryptic form of divination leads him to Venice where he follows the startling story of how nearly half 
the known world expired. One spot, in particular was singled out by the city to contain the epidemic: A small, fortified island of death 
which is off limits but not entirely impenetrable... Over in the city of the famous leaning tower, Jonathan dives into Italy's more 
underappreciated festival and joins a battle that has waged since the golden age of the city-state.  
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Episode 6 - Italy (The North) 
 
In stunning Lago di Garda Jonathan attempts to pull off a paragliding maneuver which almost put him in a wet grave last summer. Nearby, in the 
city of Bolzano, he joins a crack helicopter rescue force to pull another para-glider off the cliffs. Down the mountain range, a secretive organization 
runslargely unnoticed.. Jonathan slips inside to determine if it's a cult, micro-nation, or something entirely different. When it's time to leave, our 
host decides to take a one-of-a-kind white knuckle route all the way up to switzerland to visit a town that revolves, clockwise, around a single 
purpose.  
 
Episode 7 - Belgium 
In a country not renown for excitement, something huge is about to happen. Jonathan digs around the Flanders exploring western Europe's least 
understood region. He discovers how a Christmas cookie has turned into a spreading sensation, and finds and oddball sport, and discovers a 
ghost town of automobiles with a mysterious past. Suddenly all the world comes to Belgium. On a legendary racetrack he meets the crew of 
Lamborghini and flashes back to an encounter at their factory in Bologna.  
 
Episode 8 - Scotland, Wales 
Once upon a time a savage warrior with a "Braveheart" marched down Scotland for independence. Now Jonathan mounts up on a beastly 
motorcycle to explore those same routes. A ride that ends at remote distilleries, where the best scotch you never heard of is savored. Leaving the 
bike behind, Jonathan descents into the countries pagan past. Druids, witches, and sorcerers thrived in this land, but do they still exist and how 
have their traditions bled into modern holidays? From learning their dark art, he moves over to the coast where a unique new adventure sport 
grants him access to a cave with a history of macabre.. deep in it’s bowels he and a spiritual sidekick try to unravel it’s horrific stories.  
 
Episode 9 – England 
Jonathan travels down to the land of his ancestors. After a clash of swords at the castle of legendary King Arthur, he slides down London where 
an undercover production is giving audiences full submersion cinematic experiences. In the city several scenes are explored as our host makes 
an effort to understand and fit in to each, which the right clothing and jargon... from grime to beat poetry, but please remove your clothes for the 
latter. All is going well with his doppelganger game until he’s invited for high tea at an estate in the company of a duke. If our boy from Peoria 
Illinois is going to pull this off he’ll need the right tailor, the right car, an accent teacher, and a manners coach.  
 
Episode 10  and 11– France 
Jonathan enters Europe’s fashion capital to try and grasp what makes it “Tre Chic” He enlists with a top modeling agency to learn what it takes to 
walk the runway and make it on magazines. He strolls Paris on a once in a lifetime romantic “Nuit Blanch” exploring their music and culinariy 
scene, and trying to unravel the mystery that has dieticians scratching their heads: The French Paradox. Later he goes high and low, meeting with 
the founders of parkour for a dash across the rooftops of the city;; and then getting insiders access into the world of the cataphiles, who are 
creating an emerging scene deep below the town’s cobblestones streets.  
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Episode 12 and 13 - Romania 
Dracula may be the most famous resident, but our host learns that their are equally exciting tales to be told beyond the hills of Transylvania: 
Eccentric riverboat captains on the Danube, traveling circus performers, and cold war enthusiasts with keys to secret military chambers.  
 
Episode 14 - Albania/Kosovo 
In the land of Alexander the Great Jonathan explores the life and conquests of the world’s greatest military mind. Over in Albania strange bomb 
shelters dot the countryside. Was there a panic here tantamount to America’s Cuban Missile Crisis? Jonathan looks into a paranoid past and 
discovers the unbelievable ways these ubiquitous structures are being used today.  
 
Episode 15 – Moldova 
Jonathan enters Europe’s poorest country with a purpose: Enter the little know breakaway Soviet Republic of Transnistria with a “package.” for a 
friend. It’s a journey that will begin with urban exploration in the decay of Bucharest and end with close calls with secret police in Tiraspol. Along  
the way our host goes dog catching, swings trapeze in an old Soviet circus, acquires a classic Dacia car, races horse drawn carts with the 
Gypsies, and cycles through one of the largest wine cellars in the world.  
 
 
Episode 16 - Himalayas 
Jonathan caps off the season with an expedition into the spirit of isolation. What drives a person away from the human hive of big metropolis and 
out into the fringes of our world? In the shadow of the mighty Himalayas he dives a perilous road to the towering Tawang monastery to learn the 
monk’s mindset. In the backwoods of California he finds survivalists who cling to their guns and expect government agents to arrive shortly. And, 
in the grand-daddy adventure of them all, he boards an icebreaking Maersk sea vessel for a journey to Antarctica. In the frozen tundra something 
extraordinary is patiently waiting.  
 
Episode 17 - Best of Season 3 
All the highs and lows of our third season are recounted by Jonathan as he shows the audience deleted scenes and gives them insider 
information on how the episodes came together.  
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Season II 
EPISODE 1: AMSTERDAM TO MOROCCO 
A leisurely bike ride around scenic Amsterdam comes to a violent conclusion at a gym where kickboxing legend Albert Kraus and 
MMA women’s champ Marloes Coenen challenge our host to mano a mano combat.  Unbroken, he travels to the idyllic Dutch 
countryside to learn the obscure regional sport of fierjeppen; where speed, skill, and a long pole combine to launch a man over 
water; and bad technique will punish with icy baths and crushed bones.  Jonathan heads to the largest port in Europe, where he 
sticks out a thumb and catches the biggest ride known to humankind:  A class E 400 meter long container ship en route to Morocco.  
The journey ends in a quest through the rolling dunes of the Sahara to find a reclusive and ancient tribe of people in the absolute 
middle of nowhere. 
 
EPISODE 2: MUMBAI/INDIA 
Jonathan goes social climbing in an Asian megacity built on determination and dreams.  He visits the Slum Dog Millionaire 
neighborhood of Dharavi to find an economic powerhouse hidden in the shantytown.  Our host splurges large to explore the art, 
architecture, and gripping history of the Taj Mahal Palace, where every notable figure, from President Clinton to John Lennon, has 
passed through.  But the lure of Bombay’s seething streets pulls him back down to action, where he joins up with the city’s elite NRK 
force on a midnight search and destroy mission, keeping both vermin and plague at the city gates.  Grubby from the endeavor, 
Jonathan heads to a neighborhood thriving around a singular purpose:  laundry.  Rolling up his sleeves he washes, folds, and delivers 
in a one of a kind community.  Cleaned up, he shoots for Bollywood stardom on a deadline, enrolling in the city’s oldest acting class 
to learn “the method”, and then crashing the set of a soap opera in hopes of scoring the big role.   
 
EPISODE 3: THAILAND 
In the “Land of Smiles” Jonathan has his wiped right off his face by the knees and elbows of a scrawny muy thai champ, but he 
regains his good will at the scenic and little understood festival of the river gods.  After brushing past a heap of licentious alternatives, 
Jonathan finds a world class Thai massage school looking for a couple tips, but walks out both gimpy and rattled by an unsavory 
reflexology session.  On the seedy side, our host decides to walk right into the jaws of the lion by playing fully into the schemes of Bangkok’s 
infamous scam artists. In a dangerous game he attempts to outwit the con men and expose their tricks.   Leaving the big city he dives deep into 
rural life at a small border town where man and elephant are raised together from infancy for illicit expeditions into Burma.  By a river snaking 
through the jungle he meets the world’s largest criminal.. can he tame the beast? 
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EPISODE 4: INDONESIA 
Jonathan lands in the hectic capital city of Jakarta where he begins a search for a mystical good luck charm via the town’s eclectic transportation 
system, from bajajs to geteks.  In a black magic shop he encounters the unusual and the downright creepy, but the charm proves elusive until he 
finds a pack of witch doctors outside the city gates.  After enduring a ritual half horror movie, half “Jack Ass”, he escapes the scene with the gold 
charm buried in his arm.  Farther from the city the wacky and bizarre intensifies as Jonathan stumbles upon a troop of performers dedicated to a 
frightening art.  Leaving the bats, machetes, and spikes behind him he seeks refuge in a community known as one of the most reclusive and 
secluded in the known world.  Jonathan straps on a backpack and attempts a push into the forbidden villages, where secretive animistic rituals are 
held and strange customs are strictly enforced... or are they?  On the other side of Java Jonathan explores the tale of two volcanos, one inhabited 
by angry gods, the other by the unmerciful power of geothermic force.  Both demand a sacrifice.     
 
EPISODE 5: CALIFORNIA 
California, America’s golden state.  Although most people quickly think of Hollywood and celebrities, the west coast is an absolute bonanza for 
sporting enthusiasts. Jonathan decides to take a week and see how many unusual, offbeat, and extreme activities he can unload from her vault of 
goodies.  Along the way he’ll swim like an Alcatraz escapee, rip around a racetrack at adrenaline dumping speeds, smash it up with some femme 
fatals on roller skates, and soar high above the SoCal mountains on a paraglider.  All powered by the worlds most bio-friendly food and a blessing 
from an ancient Goddess.  He even takes a moment to pack your next fortune from the heart of Chinatown.  This ain’t DisneyLand, surfing safari, 
or lounging on the beach.  This is California on the road less traveled. 
 
EPISODE 6 & 7 : PHILIPPINES 1 & 2  
Jonathan embarks on an extended tour through the Philippines.  He hits the streets exploring the Colonial legacy in Spanish Intramuros, dodges 
around the hustle of Makati, and ends up finding humanity in the slums of Tondo.  On Manila’s one of a kind jeepney transport system Jonathan 
moves from a foot crushing flowery dance routine to a mean streets slobberknocker gym where boxing legend Manny Paquiao makes a surprise 
visit.   Leaving the big city our host goes to the opposite extreme.. immersing in ancient and somewhat disquieting customs in the foggy jungle 
where the god’s gave Philippine’s ancestors their most cherished possession. 
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EPISODE 8: MALAYSIA 
Jonathan gets a running start in K.L., literally! He joins the worlds oldest drinking group with a running problem leading to an arduous dash in the 
forests and an even grizzlier hazing ritual by the Hash House Harriers.  In a shi shi mall Jonathan chances upon a very unique dating campaign 
based around shoe selection.   Armed with the dating advice of SE Asia’s relationship expert, Jonathan jumps right into a speed dating stint and a 
very quirky tour of the city with 3 very different personalities. More pressing matters surface and Jonathan heads to the frontline in Borneo to take 
account of lives which will soon be underwater. 
 
EPISODE 9: VIETNAM 
Deep in the bowls of Vietnam’s fabric market Jonathan looks to refresh his stale wardrobe.  A lucky encounter with a fashion designer goes awry 
leaving our host a little “old school.”  Grabbing a special kind of transportation Jonathan goes on a unique journey through Hanoi, uncovering the 
city’s turbulent past and novelties of the present including a massive and mystical creature lurking in the heart of town.  But it’s an entirely different 
monster which threatens to bring his travels to a close.  If the animal kingdom doesn’t drag our host down, an elite bomb disposal team has an 
opening and a mission. 
 
EPISODE 10 & 11: JAPAN 
 
In the world’s most populous city, Jonathan embarks on a quest to understand the new social dynamics of a modern society.   
Through robot conventions, high speed rail sushi restaurants, girl band geek fests, host clubs, and maid cafes the changing nature of 
relationships and connection is revealed in all it’s bizarre glory.  But Tokyo’s relationship with its ghosts may be even more intriguing… 
our host peers deep down the well of the dead before emerging to find the secret core of the town’s most vibrant lives. 
 
EPISODE 12: SEASON 2 SPECIAL 
 
A season’s worth of recap! Host Jonathan Legg recounts his best moments from the second season of Road Less Traveled, revealing 
unique insights from the destinations and releasing never before seen footage.   A demon possession theory is submitted, behind the 
scenes struggles are uncovered, and an epic floating fiasco is exposed.   
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Season I 

EPISODE 1: Kolkata 

Our host dives deep into the rich stew of colonial legacies and neighborhood traditions; from wrestling barrel-chested palwans in a 
mud packed akhara, to a gentlemanly match at the world’s oldest Polo club. He searches the bustlling fish markets for the famed 
Hilsa, eats dumplings with survivors of Sino/Indian deportations, and tackles the city’s infamously chaotic streets pulling Mother 
Teresa’s faithful on the city’s oldest and most vilified form of transportation:  the hand rickshaw. 
 
EPISODE 2 and 3: Rajasthan 

From the pink city to the blue city, Jonathan weaves his way through citadels, dunes, and temples in this legendary frontierland of 
kings and warriors.  He braves the rat temple in search of the lucky albino rodent, hears the epic of cow hearding gods who spring to 
life when illiterate bards sing of their deeds, and samples the abundance of dromedary products at the world’s largest camel 
reserve.  On the darker side he evades guards and good advice by spending a night hidden in the ruins of Asia’s most haunted 
location, and travels through a jungle to find a witch living in a dilapidated mansion.  
 
EPISODE 4: Delhi/Manali 

On the verge of an epic roadtrip Jonathan visits the shine of the motorcycle god for providence and sidetracks to combat the all-
woman unit of the Delhi police.  After a good beatdown, a ridiculous session of laughter yoga in the park lifts his mood.  The Mogul’s 
influence is brought from the historical to the present when Jonathan tracks down two discreet establishments which to this day serve 
the savories and sweets fancied by the old kings.  Finally he moves on to Manali, dodging tourist traps to find an authentic hot spring 
soak before setting off to cross the treacherous “dead body pass” on a classic Royal Enfield Bullet. 

EPISODE 5: Ladakh 

Motor and body gasping for breath, Jonathan embarks on a two wheeled journey over the highest roads in the world, stopping in 
remote monasteries to learn the secrets of Buddhism’s warrior demons and track down a secreted manuscript rumored to explain the 
lost years of Jesus.  He outwits a gang of armed thugs to get the lowdown on a mysterious crypt and takes a risky launch of faith over 
uncharted airspace in a paraglider. 

EPISODE 6: Kerala 

Jonathan hangs out with a group of fisherman that utilizes the ancient Chinese fishing nets designed in the time of Kublai khan. He 
attends a Kathakali dance academy and gets ready for center stage with an elaborate 3 hour makeup process.   He endures a 
spine cracking jeep ride to process leaves at the highest orthodox tea plantation in the world.  Drenched with healing ointments from 
an Aryeurvedic rubdown, he washes in the strong currents of a salubrious sea believed to also cleans a man of his sins.  Finally when 
news comes of a 22 billion dollar treasure stashed in a cursed tomb, he rockets down the coast to beat the military to the scene. 
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EPISODE 7: Goa/Karnataka 

Fleeing the hard monsoon rains, Jonathan seeks refuge with hot cups of java in the rolling hills of India’s coffee country and in the 
peaceful energy of India’s largest Tibetan community.  On a remote hillside three crackpot saddus send him on a quest for a divine 
message.  The trail leads him from the birthplace of the monkey god, to avian tarot card dealers, and through the madness of a 
celestial birthday party before ending by the baddest bull this side of the Minotaur. 
 
EPISODE 8: Orissa 

Jonathan gets the classic train experience acclimating to bizarre washroom customs and the diversity of society rolling down the 
tracks.  Glory, salvation, and madness ensue when the master of the universe emerges from his temple and rolls down a flesh packed 
street on a five story high chariot.  Our host first tries to slip into the guarded temple through tact, guile, and disguise; and later dives 
into the frenzied mob of millions, braving elbows, stampedes, and police batons to grab the fabled “ropes of salvation.” 

Episode 9 

Best of Season I 

 
 

 
 

 


